




About Us
....................................................................................................................

Specialising in the supply of audio visual 
technology, we provide audio, lighting, video, 
power and rigging to a full range of events, 
including corporate functions, nightlife events 
and weddings, as well as managing the design, 
budgeting, logistics and execution. We approach 
every project with the same dedication and 
attention to detail and our goal is always 
to deliver a distinctively elegant and stylish 
production.

The Flair and eclipse Group Mission
....................................................................................................................

Flair, along with the rest of the eclipse Group, 
is continually striving to be a leading regional 
multi-disciplined provider of high quality cutting 
edge event technology to a broad spectrum of 
clients and markets. 

We aim to build strong partnerships with our 
customers, delivering the highest level of service 
and support to exceed expectations. 

We ask a fair and competitive price that allows us 
to continually re-invest in our staff, operations, 
and equipment. 

Our people are key to our success; we are 
committed to their safety, security, welfare & 
personal development. 



Our Technical Expertise
...........................................................................................................................................

Our team is comprised of creative, technical and 
innovative minds, giving us the diversity needed to exceed 
expectations and create the right solutions for a full 
service project. Each member is an expert in their chosen 
field and is encouraged to develop these skills via both 
internal and external training courses. Quality is our goal, 
and we focus on setting our standards high for all projects 
that we deliver.

Health & Safety
...........................................................................................................................................

With an unparalleled commitment to health & safety, 
Flair and the eclipse Group are leading the industry in 
improving HSE standards across the region. Our NEBOSH 
certified in-house HSE manager not only focuses on the 
team and event attendees’ safety but is also available as a 
resource for our customers. Risk assessments and method 
statements are completed as standard, and thorough 
HSE training and accreditation is provided for all onsite 
staff. We are also the first in the region to implement PAT 
testing of all equipment prior to each and every event to 
ensure the highest level of electrical safety and peace of 
mind for our clients.



Audio
....................................................................................................................

With our years of experience in the design, supply 
and delivery of event technology solutions, we 
are dedicated to delivering complete audio 
packages to the ever evolving events industry.

With a wide range of sound systems, speakers, 
amplifiers, mics and DJ mixing boards, paired 
with our undying passion for all things audio, 
Flair is on hand to enhance your event with our 
professional and comprehensive approach.



Lighting
...........................................................................................................................................

Whether your event is in a typical ballroom or outside in 
the fresh air, Flair will create the perfect ambience to suit 
your event and convey your message with creative and 
innovative lighting solutions.

We focus on offering the best cutting-edge equipment to 
the market, and tailor our packages to meet the individual 
needs of each customer.





Video
...................................................................................................................

With our passion for technology and innovation, 
we will supply your event with a variety of 
projection and video solutions to give your event 
that extra bit of flair and take it to the next level. 



Power
....................................................................................................................

At the heart of every event is it’s power supply, 
and the skilled crew behind it. The Flair team 
are qualified to consult, plan and execute any 
power solution required to bring your event to 
life.

As part of the eclipse Group, we maintain a high 
level of safety and precaution when preparing 
for each job. We work to European standards 
and ensure that every piece of equipment is PAT 
tested prior to its use on an event. 

Rigging & Trussing
....................................................................................................................

Rounding off our full technical package for live 
events, we also provide the rigging and trussing 
required to create your desired look and feel. 

As part of our ongoing commitment to health 
and safety, the Flair team regularly participates 
in safety and best practice courses, guaranteeing 
that we deliver a safe and top-quality service 
each and every time.



The eclipse Group
..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Established in 2003 as eclipse Staging Services LLC, the eclipse Group of companies has grown, both organically 
and by strategic acquisition, over the course of the last decade into a major player within the Middle East’s event 
and integrated technology industries. Comprising of several unique event and multi-disciplinary technology 
suppliers, each specialising in a different area of the market, the strength of the eclipse Group is in its diversity, 
and we are able to ensure that whatever a client’s technology requirements, we are able to satisfy them. The 
following companies form the eclipse Group:

eclipse Staging Services LLC 
As one of the leading technical production suppliers 
in the UAE and the flagship member of the eclipse 
Group of Companies, eclipse Staging Services 
provides a turnkey solution where possible and 
supplies an extensive range of lighting, audio, video, 
laser, interactive, rigging and power distribution 
services, as well as technical project management.

eclipse Venue Services LLC 
eclipse Venue Services supplies round the clock, 
high quality in-house technical services such as 
AV, project management and sales to hotels and 
venues. Providing the venue with a dedicated 
team of experts with diverse hospitality and AV 
experience, as well as an on-site inventory, eclipse 
Venue Services ensures the highest possible 
standard for both the venue and the end client.

eclipse Installations 
eclipse Installations is a professional provider of 
cutting-edge, integrated technology solutions 
designed to enhance your environment. The team 
permanently installs lasting solutions such as 
AV, network systems, custom integration, CCTV, 
automation and smart technical services, ensuring 
that the usability of the venue is seamlessly 
enhanced and maximised.



Flair 
At Flair, the goal is to impress by going beyond your 
expectations.  With attention to detail in everything 
they deliver from audio to video and lighting, Flair 
designs & executes unique creative elements for 
a wide range of social events. Whether it’s an 
intimate gathering of 50 guests, or a grand & 
fabulous wedding for 1000, Flair will ensure your 
event has distinctive elegance & style.

Laser FX
Laser FX has 20 years of laser display experience 
worldwide, with offices and a full range of equipment 
stocked in the UK and Dubai. Specialising in both 
live operated laser effects for international touring 
artists and live events, and spectacular pre-
programmed laser displays for large productions, 
corporate events and television, Laser FX has a 
wealth of experience for you to draw on.

Stage FX
Based in Dubai, Stage FX is the largest stockist of 
special effects equipment for the live events market 
in the region. Specialising in special effect design 
and delivery for any indoor or outdoor event from 
corporate to international concert touring, their 
countless years of global experience have given 
Stage FX the expertise needed to add that extra bit 
of excitement to your production.



Flair Event Services LLC
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